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The GUJARAT GYAN GURU QUIZ (G3Q) is a unique activity that 
combines education, fun with knowledge and competition. While it is 
competitive in nature, it also adds significant educational value to each 
student's education. 

The vision of GUJARAT GYAN GURU QUIZ (G3Q) is to provide an 
intensified impetus towards enthusiasm in students. It will improve and 
promote participation, knowledge and awareness i

As view of this vision the more than 200 
College have enthusiastically participated in all 15 weeks at 
District level during  10/07

Out of these total studen
and district level and won money. Th
their bank account.  

The list of winners is attached herewith
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Report on Gujarat GyanGuru Quiz Competetion

     Date : 12/10/2022

The GUJARAT GYAN GURU QUIZ (G3Q) is a unique activity that 
combines education, fun with knowledge and competition. While it is 

re, it also adds significant educational value to each 

The vision of GUJARAT GYAN GURU QUIZ (G3Q) is to provide an 
intensified impetus towards enthusiasm in students. It will improve and 
promote participation, knowledge and awareness in students of the State

As view of this vision the more than 200 students of C. U. 
e enthusiastically participated in all 15 weeks at Taluka level and 

7/2022 to 07/10/2022. 

students, 42 students became winners at Taluka level 
and district level and won money. This money had been directly credited to 

The list of winners is attached herewith   

   Dr. Manish J. Solanki
   Co-Ordinator, G3Quiz
  C.U.Shah Science College, Ahmedabad

 

 

 

Report on Gujarat GyanGuru Quiz Competetion 

2/10/2022 

The GUJARAT GYAN GURU QUIZ (G3Q) is a unique activity that 
combines education, fun with knowledge and competition. While it is 

re, it also adds significant educational value to each 

The vision of GUJARAT GYAN GURU QUIZ (G3Q) is to provide an 
intensified impetus towards enthusiasm in students. It will improve and 

n students of the State. 

 Shah Science 
aluka level and 

at Taluka level 
been directly credited to 

Dr. Manish J. Solanki 
Ordinator, G3Quiz 

C.U.Shah Science College, Ahmedabad  


